Down and Dirty (Rough and Tumble Series Book 2)

A Sexy Bad Boy Romance!
On
the outskirts of Sin City theres a rough and
tumble saloon where the women who are
brave enough to enter can mingle with men
that are equally magnetic and dangerous.
And in this town, no ones afraid to get a
little dirty...Billionaire playboy Bennett
Hughes black sheep reputation is
well-earned, but that doesnt stop him from
wanting the respect of his family--even if it
means tracking down his brothers
gold-digging one-night-stand to earn it. But
when Ben finds his intended target to be
the opposite of what he expected, his
chance at redemption ends in an accidental
quickie marriage.Despite her history,
ex-showgirl Liz Palazzo believes in love at
first sight, something she thought she
experienced with Ben. Determined to put
her party-girl reputation behind her, Liz
vows to be the best wife ever--even if her
husband seems set on keeping their union a
marriage of convenience.But as the sparks
fly and their connection grows, Ben starts
to wonder if Liz might be the one person
who can make him a better man--or if the
former bad girl just wants him for his
money...Includes a preview of Rough and
Tumble.Praise for the Novels of Crystal
GreenGreens Texas romance is full of
humor, including catchy, kitschy quotes,
and it keeps the pages turning and the love
story fresh, sweet and funny.--RT Book
Reviews (4 ? stars, Top Pick)Crystal Green
is a RITA nominated romantic fiction
author. As Chris Marie Green, she has
written fantasy novels including the
Vampire Babylon series and the Jensen
Murphy, Ghost for Hire series, as well as
the upcoming new adult SHE CODE
books. As Christine Cody, she wrote the
supernatural post-apocalyptic western
Bloodlands series.
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editions book 3 Rough and Tumble (Rough and Tumble, #1) Down and Dirty (Rough and Tumble, #2) Hot and
Bothered (Rough and Tumble, #3) Naughty and Nice (A Rough and Tumble?Rough and Tumble #2 (A Rough and
Tumble Novel) Hes a playboy billionaire who loves to slum it in the down-and-dirty Rough & Tumble Saloon, and
shesEditorial Reviews. From the Author. Wet and Wild trivia: I wanted to writea prequel (a full-length Book 1 of 7 in
Rough and Tumble (7 Book Series) . Down and Dirty (Rough and Tumble #3): a sexy bad boy romance. Down and
Dirty (Rough and . Will these two lost souls be able to overcome their pasts to be together?Rough & Tumble is the first
book in Rhenna Morgans newest series entitled . I also love that they are all alpha males right down to their core!!! At
least a time or two thousand, but wait! .. Shelves: alpha, bring-a-panty-change, panty-melting, serious-steam,
sexual-tension, smoking-hot, talking-dirty, the-book-has-it-all.Down & Dirty: Jag (Dirty Angels MC, bk 2) The Dirty
Angels MC Series, Book 2. Genre: Contemporary Or will everything just tumble down around them?Browse author
series lists, sequels, pseudonyms, synopses, book covers, ratings and awards. On the dusty outskirts of Vegas, theres a
down and dirty saloon where all sorts of lethally charmingand genuinely Rough and Tumble - 2.Use features like
bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Dirty Bastard (Roughneck Billionaires). Book 3 of 3 in
Roughneck Billionaires (3 Book Series) .. My love of rough and tumble heroes continues with Jessica Clares newest
book, Dirty Bastard, the Sinking in the Shadows (Dating Trilogy Book 2).3.42 avg rating 45 ratings published 2012 8
editions book 2 Down and Dirty (Rough and Tumble, #2) Hot and Bothered (Rough and Tumble, #3)Titles, Order.
Rough and Tumble (Rough and Tumble, #1) by Crystal Green, book 1. Down and Dirty (Rough and Tumble, #2) by
Crystal Green, book 2.There are 3 primary works and 3 total works in the Aidan Falls Series 3.68 avg rating 22 ratings
published 2015 2 editions book 2 Rough and Tumble (7 books) (A Rough and Tumble Prequel) (A Sexy Bad Boy
Romance Rough and Tumble (Rough and Tumble, #1) Down and Dirty (Rough and Tumble, #2)Book 2 of 5 Down
and Dirty (Rough and Tumble #3): a sexy bad boy romance by Chris Marie Green (January 15, 2017) Vampires Rogues
romance miniseries and the Rough and Tumble romance series, as well as other steamy books.Book 2 in the Rough and
Tumble series! Down and Dirty focuses on playboy billionaire Bennett Hughes and the gold-digging one-night-stand hes
trackingRough and Tumble Series (7 books) 3.63 avg rating 60 ratings published 2014 3 editions book 2 Down and
Dirty (Rough and Tumble, #2) by.Rough and Tumble is part of the Rough and Tumble series, and if youd like to read
the stories Down and Dirty (longer-length novel featuring Bennett Hughes)Book 2 in the Rough and Tumble series!
Down and Dirty focuses on playboy billionaire Bennett Hughes and the gold-digging one-night-stand hes tracking(The
second book in the Rough and Tumble series) A novel by It also includes a brief excerpt from Down and Dirty, the next
book in the series, at the end.
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